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views or opinions of the U.S. Government, the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), or 
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In terms of Artificial Intelligence “diagnosing” cognitive abilities and mood:
              -I am on Social Security Disability because a computerized test Diagnosed me as having

 a Psychiatric Condition – This was around . 
              -Dr.  who was at  Medical Center at the time told me (1) I don’t want
that diagnosis (I did not understand), and also (2) It was because I answered the following question
(from memory): “Have you ever heard voices that no one else could hear?” with Yes because I had
definitely worn headphones/earbuds which other people probably could not hear.  Psychiatrically a
patient (whom didn’t wear headphones) should have always answered no to that because they
would believe the voices were really there.
              -The diagnosis leads to medication which (if you research enough) you may find out can
cause the conditions they would treat.  An example would be because dopamine blocking
medication (“anti-psychotics”) cause more dopamine receptors to grow (for survival), and now if you
withdraw too quick from the medication the problem is “worse” than it would’ve been without the
medication.  I’m not 100% convinced I can withdraw safely, but something called pruning suggests
there may be a method.
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